MEMA Rule-Making Docket

**Rule: Public Records Policy**
Type of Filing: Amendment to Rule
Date Proposed Filed: January 28, 2013
Subject Matter of the proposed rule: Incorporation of Office Public Records Request Form
Citation to all Published Notices: 31 Mississippi Administrative Bulletin 19314, at 1 (January 28, 2013)
Where written submissions or written requests for an opportunity to make oral presentations on the proposed rule may be inspected: Legal Department, #1 MEMA Drive, Pearl, MS 39208
Times During Which Written Submissions May be Made: Monday-Friday 9 am to 4 pm, until February 22, 2013 at 4pm
When and Where Oral Presentations May be Made: #1 MEMA Drive, Pearl, MS 39208, February 19, 2013 at 10 am
Where any economic impact statement and written requests for the issuance of and other information concerning an economic impact statement of the proposed rule may be inspected: Legal Department, #1 MEMA Drive, Pearl, MS 39208
Current status of the Proposed Rule: Adopted with no changes in text
Date of Adoption/Date Final Filed: February 25, 2013
Date Rule/Repeal Will Be Effective: March 28, 2013

**Rule: Temporary Housing Termination Procedures**
Type of Filing: Repeal
Date Proposed Filed: July 15, 2011
Subject Matter of the proposed rule: Repeal of the Temporary Housing Termination Procedures as participates in any temporary housing program are afforded substantial due process through judicial proceedings in the form of eviction or replevin.
Citation to all Published Notices: 31 Mississippi Administrative Bulletin 17933, at 1 (July 15, 2011)
Where written submissions or written requests for an opportunity to make oral presentations on the proposed rule may be inspected: #1 MEMA Drive, Pearl, MS 39208
Times During Which Written Submissions May be Made: Monday-Friday, 9 am to 4 pm
When and Where Oral Presentations May be Made: August 5, 2011 at 1:00 pm CST in the Support Services Conference Room, #1 MEMA Drive, Pearl, MS 39208
Where any economic impact statement and written requests for the issuance of and other information concerning an economic impact statement of the proposed rule may be inspected: #1 MEMA Drive, Pearl, MS 39208
Current status of the Proposed Rule: Adopted
Date of Adoption/Date Final Filed: September 7, 2011
Date Rule/Repeal Will Be Effective: October 7, 2011

Rule: Policies and Procedures for Managing Requests for Information and Public Records
Type of Filing: Repeal
Date Proposed Filed: July 15, 2011
Subject Matter of the Proposed Rule: Repeal of the Policies and Procedures for Managing Requests for Information and Public Records as state law authorizing this rule has changed and rule must be altered accordingly.
Citation to all Published Notices: 31 Mississippi Administrative Bulletin 17934, at 1 (July 15, 2011)
Where written submissions or written requests for an opportunity to make oral presentations on the proposed rule may be inspected: #1 MEMA Drive, Pearl, MS 39208
Times During Which Written Submissions May be Made: Monday-Friday, 9 am to 4 pm
When and Where Oral Presentations May be Made: August 5, 2011 at 10:00 am CST in the Support Services Conference Room, #1 MEMA Drive, Pearl, MS 39208
Where any economic impact statement and written requests for the issuance of and other information concerning an economic impact statement of the proposed rule may be inspected: #1 MEMA Drive, Pearl, MS 39208
Current status of the Proposed Rule: Adopted
Date of Adoption/Date Final filed: September 7, 2011
Date Rule/Repeal Will Be Effective: October 7, 2011

Rule: Intent of Rules and Regulations Promulgated by the Mississippi Emergency Management Agency
Type of Filing: New Rule
Date Proposed Filed: July 15, 2011
Subject Matter of the Proposed Rule: These rules repeal all previously filed rules, and MEMA may amend any of these rules and promulgate new rules.
Citation to all Published Notices: 31 Mississippi Administrative Bulletin 17932, at 1 (July 15, 2011)
Where written submissions or written requests for an opportunity to make oral presentations on the proposed rule may be inspected: #1 MEMA Drive, Pearl, MS 39208
Times During Which Written Submissions May be Made: Monday-Friday, 9 am to 4 pm
When and Where Oral Presentations May be Made: August 5, 2011 at 10:00 am CST in the Support Services Conference Room, #1 MEMA Drive, Pearl, MS 39208
Where any economic impact statement and written requests for the issuance of and other information concerning an economic impact statement of the proposed rule may be inspected: #1 MEMA Drive, Pearl, MS 39208
Current status of the Proposed Rule: Adopted
Rule: Organization of the Mississippi Emergency Management Agency
Type of Filing: New Rule
Date Proposed Rule/Amendment/Repeal Filed: July 15, 2011
Subject Matter of the Proposed Rule: Organizational structure of the agency
Citation to all Published Notices: 31 Mississippi Administrative Bulletin 17932, at 1 (July 15, 2011)
Where written submissions or written requests for an opportunity to make oral presentations on
the proposed rule may be inspected: #1 MEMA Drive, Pearl, MS 39208
Times During Which Written Submissions May be Made: Monday-Friday, 9 am to 4 pm
When and Where Oral Presentations May be Made: August 5, 2011 at 10:00 am CST in the
Support Services Conference Room, #1 MEMA Drive, Pearl, MS 39208
Where any economic impact statement and written requests for the issuance of and other
information concerning an economic impact statement of the proposed rule may be inspected: #1
MEMA Drive, Pearl, MS 39208
Current status of the Proposed Rule: Adopted
Date Adoption/final Filed: September 7, 2011
Date Rule/Repeal Will Be Effective: October 7, 2011

Rule: Mississippi Emergency Management Agency Public Records Policy
Type of Filing: New Rule
Date Proposed Filed: July 15, 2011
Subject Matter of the Proposed Rule: How to request public information from the agency
Citation to all Published Notices: 31 Mississippi Administrative Bulletin 17932, at 3 (July 15, 2011)
Where written submissions or written requests for an opportunity to make oral presentations on
the proposed rule may be inspected: #1 MEMA Drive, Pearl, MS 39208
Times During Which Written Submissions May be Made: Monday-Friday, 9 am to 4 pm
When and Where Oral Presentations May be Made: August 5, 2011 at 10:00 am CST in the
Support Services Conference Room, #1 MEMA Drive, Pearl, MS 39208
Where any economic impact statement and written requests for the issuance of and other
information concerning an economic impact statement of the proposed rule may be inspected: #1
MEMA Drive, Pearl, MS 39208
Current status of the Proposed Rule: Adopted
Date of Adoption/Final Filed: September 7, 2011
Date Rule/Repeal Will Be Effective: October 7, 2011

Rule: Rulemaking Oral Proceedings
Type of Filing: New Rule
Date Proposed Filed: July 15, 2011
Subject Matter of the Proposed Rule: How rulemaking oral proceedings will be conducted by the
agency
Citation to all Published Notices: 31 Mississippi Administrative Bulletin 17932, at 5 (July 15, 2011)
Where written submissions or written requests for an opportunity to make oral presentations on the proposed rule may be inspected: #1 MEMA Drive, Pearl, MS 39208
Times During Which Written Submissions May be Made: Monday-Friday, 9 am to 4 pm
When and Where Oral Presentations May be Made: August 5, 2011 at 10:00 am CST in the Support Services Conference Room, #1 MEMA Drive, Pearl, MS 39208
Where any economic impact statement and written requests for the issuance of and other information concerning an economic impact statement of the proposed rule may be inspected: #1 MEMA Drive, Pearl, MS 39208
Current status of the Proposed Rule: Adopted
Date of Adoption/Final Filed: September 7, 2011
Date Rule/Repeal Will Be Effective: October 7, 2011

Rule: Declaratory Opinions
Type of Filing: New Rule
Date Proposed Rule/Amendment/Repeal Filed: July 15, 2011
Subject Matter of the Proposed Rule: How the agency will handle declaratory opinions
Citation to all Published Notices: 31 Mississippi Administrative Bulletin 17932, at 6 (July 15, 2011)
Where written submissions or written requests for an opportunity to make oral presentations on the proposed rule may be inspected: #1 MEMA Drive, Pearl, MS 39208
Times During Which Written Submissions May be Made: Monday-Friday, 9 am to 4 pm
When and Where Oral Presentations May be Made: August 5, 2011 at 10:00 am CST in the Support Services Conference Room, #1 MEMA Drive, Pearl, MS 39208
Where any economic impact statement and written requests for the issuance of and other information concerning an economic impact statement of the proposed rule may be inspected: #1 MEMA Drive, Pearl, MS 39208
Current status of the Proposed Rule: Adopted
Date of Adoption/Final Filed: September 7, 2011
Date Rule/Repeal Will Be Effective: October 7, 2011

******************************************************************************
DISCLAIMER – the following docket entries were compiled in the process of making the agency administrative rule making docket in 2011. No previous administrative rule making docket has been found. As such, some of the entries below may be inaccurate as the docket was derived only from the available documentation within the agency, from the Secretary of State, and from the Department of Archives and History.
******************************************************************************

Rule: Annual Report Fiscal Year 2000
Date Proposed Rule/Amendment/Repeal Filed: February 26, 2001
Subject Matter of the Proposed Rule: NA
Citation to all Published Notices: NA
Where written submissions or written requests for an opportunity to make oral presentations on the proposed rule may be inspected: NA
Times During Which Written Submissions May be Made: NA
When and Where Oral Presentations May be Made: NA
Rule: Temporary Housing Termination Procedures
Date Proposed Rule/Amendment/Repeal Filed: July 13, 1999
Subject Matter of the Proposed Rule: Substantive and Procedural Requirements for MEMA to Terminate Provisions of Temporary Housing
Citation to all Published Notices: NA
Where written submissions or written requests for an opportunity to make oral presentations on the proposed rule may be inspected: NA
Times During Which Written Submissions May be Made: NA
When and Where Oral Presentations May be Made: NA
Where any economic impact statement and written requests for the issuance of and other information concerning an economic impact statement of the proposed rule may be inspected: NA
Current status of the Proposed Rule: Final on August 20, 1999 - Repealed
Date of Rule/Repeal's Adoption: September 7, 2011
Date Rule/Repeal Will Be Effective: October 7, 2011

Rule: Temporary Housing Termination Procedures
Date Proposed Rule/Amendment/Repeal Filed: June 21, 1999
Subject Matter of the Proposed Rule: Substantive and procedural requirements to terminate provisions of temporary housing.
Citation to all Published Notices: NA
Where written submissions or written requests for an opportunity to make oral presentations on the proposed rule may be inspected: NA
Times During Which Written Submissions May be Made: NA
When and Where Oral Presentations May be Made: NA
Where any economic impact statement and written requests for the issuance of and other information concerning an economic impact statement of the proposed rule may be inspected: NA
Current status of the Proposed Rule: Temporary – expired by its terms
Date of Rule/Repeal’s Adoption: NA
Date Rule/Repeal Will Be Effective: NA

Rule: Public Records Rules
Date Proposed Rule/Amendment/Repeal Filed: August 28, 1998
Subject Matter of the Proposed Rule: Policies and Procedures manual for managing requests for information and public records. This manual contains the general policies and procedures set for the agency to expedite the availability, disclosure, and release of all appropriate records and information.
Rule: Mississippi Administrative Plan, Volume I
Date Proposed Rule/Amendment/Repeal Filed: May 4, 1983
Subject Matter of the Proposed Rule: Completely updated entire plan outlining rules, regulations and procedures for the administration of the Emergency Management Program in Mississippi.
Citation to all Published Notices: NA
Where written submissions or written requests for an opportunity to make oral presentations on the proposed rule may be inspected: NA
Times During Which Written Submissions May be Made: NA
When and Where Oral Presentations May be Made: NA
Where any economic impact statement and written requests for the issuance of and other information concerning an economic impact statement of the proposed rule may be inspected: NA
Current status of the Proposed Rule: Final on October 6, 1998 - Repealed
Date of Rule/Repeal’s Adoption: September 7, 2011
Date Rule/Repeal Will Be Effective: October 7, 2011

Rule: MS Administrative Plan, Volume I
Date Proposed Rule/Amendment/Repeal Filed: October 14, 1992
Subject Matter of the Proposed Rule: NA
Citation to all Published Notices: NA
Where written submissions or written requests for an opportunity to make oral presentations on the proposed rule may be inspected: NA
Times During Which Written Submissions May be Made: NA
When and Where Oral Presentations May be Made: NA
Where any economic impact statement and written requests for the issuance of and other information concerning an economic impact statement of the proposed rule may be inspected: NA
Current status of the Proposed Rule: Final on December 28, 1992 - Repealed
Date of Rule/Repeal’s Adoption: Repeal adopted through adoption of Rule Compilation on September 7, 2011
Date Rule/Repeal Will Be Effective: October 7, 2011

Rule: MS Administrative Plan, Volume I
Date Proposed Rule/Amendment/Repeal Filed: October 11, 1989  
Subject Matter of the Proposed Rule: NA  
Citation to all Published Notices: NA  
Where written submissions or written requests for an opportunity to make oral presentations on the proposed rule may be inspected: NA  
Times During Which Written Submissions May be Made: NA  
When and Where Oral Presentations May be Made: NA  
Where any economic impact statement and written requests for the issuance of and other information concerning an economic impact statement of the proposed rule may be inspected: NA  
Current status of the Proposed Rule: Final on November 16, 1990 - Repealed  
Date of Rule/Repeal’s Adoption: Repeal adopted through adoption of Rule Compilation on September 7, 2011  
Date Rule/Repeal Will Be Effective: October 7, 2011  

**Rule: MERC-2**  
Date Proposed Rule/Amendment/Repeal Filed: February 3, 1988  
Subject Matter of the Proposed Rule: Disclosure of Information  
Citation to all Published Notices: NA  
Where written submissions or written requests for an opportunity to make oral presentations on the proposed rule may be inspected: NA  
Times During Which Written Submissions May be Made: NA  
When and Where Oral Presentations May be Made: NA  
Where any economic impact statement and written requests for the issuance of and other information concerning an economic impact statement of the proposed rule may be inspected: NA  
Current status of the Proposed Rule: Final on December 31, 1988 - Repealed  
Date of Rule/Repeal’s Adoption: Repeal adopted through adoption of Rule Compilation on September 7, 2011  
Date Rule/Repeal Will Be Effective: October 7, 2011  

**Rule: MS Administrative Plan, Volume I**  
Date Proposed Rule/Amendment/Repeal Filed: December 16, 1988  
Subject Matter of the Proposed Rule: Completely revised plan outlining rules, regulations and procedures for the administrative of the Emergency Management Program in Mississippi  
Citation to all Published Notices: NA  
Where written submissions or written requests for an opportunity to make oral presentations on the proposed rule may be inspected: NA  
Times During Which Written Submissions May be Made: NA  
When and Where Oral Presentations May be Made: NA  
Where any economic impact statement and written requests for the issuance of and other information concerning an economic impact statement of the proposed rule may be inspected: NA  
Current status of the Proposed Rule: Final on February 2, 1989 - Repealed  
Date of Rule/Repeal’s Adoption: Repeal adopted through adoption of Rule Compilation on September 7, 2011  
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Date Rule/Repeal Will Be Effective: October 7, 2011

**Rule: Annual Report 1988**
Date Proposed Rule/Amendment/Repeal Filed: December 1, 1988
Subject Matter of the Proposed Rule: NA
Citation to all Published Notices: NA
Where written submissions or written requests for an opportunity to make oral presentations on the proposed rule may be inspected: NA
Times During Which Written Submissions May be Made: NA
When and Where Oral Presentations May be Made: NA
Where any economic impact statement and written requests for the issuance of and other information concerning an economic impact statement of the proposed rule may be inspected: NA
Current status of the Proposed Rule: (Proposed – never made final) Repealed
Date of Rule/Repeal’s Adoption: Repeal adopted through adoption of Rule Compilation on September 7, 2011
Date Rule/Repeal Will Be Effective: October 7, 2011

**Rule: MERC-1 Emergency Planning and Community Right to Know**
Date Proposed Rule/Amendment/Repeal Filed: December 31, 1987
Subject Matter of the Proposed Rule: NA
Citation to all Published Notices: NA
Where written submissions or written requests for an opportunity to make oral presentations on the proposed rule may be inspected: NA
Times During Which Written Submissions May be Made: NA
When and Where Oral Presentations May be Made: NA
Where any economic impact statement and written requests for the issuance of and other information concerning an economic impact statement of the proposed rule may be inspected: NA
Current status of the Proposed Rule: Final on February 19, 1988 - Repealed
Date of Rule/Repeal’s Adoption: Repeal adopted through adoption of Rule Compilation on September 7, 2011
Date Rule/Repeal Will Be Effective: October 7, 2011

**Rule: Annual Report 1987**
Date Proposed Rule/Amendment/Repeal Filed: December 16, 1987
Subject Matter of the Proposed Rule: NA
Citation to all Published Notices: NA
Where written submissions or written requests for an opportunity to make oral presentations on the proposed rule may be inspected: NA
Times During Which Written Submissions May be Made: NA
When and Where Oral Presentations May be Made: NA
Where any economic impact statement and written requests for the issuance of and other information concerning an economic impact statement of the proposed rule may be inspected: NA
Current status of the Proposed Rule: (Proposed – never made final) Repealed
Date of Rule/Repeal’s Adoption: Repeal adopted through adoption of Rule Compilation on September 7, 2011
Date Rule/Repeal Will Be Effective: October 7, 2011

**Rule: MERC-1 Emergency Planning and Community Right to Know**
Date Proposed Rule/Amendment/Repeal Filed: August 3, 1987
Subject Matter of the Proposed Rule: NA
Citation to all Published Notices: NA
Where written submissions or written requests for an opportunity to make oral presentations on the proposed rule may be inspected: NA
Times During Which Written Submissions May be Made: NA
When and Where Oral Presentations May be Made: NA
Where any economic impact statement and written requests for the issuance of and other information concerning an economic impact statement of the proposed rule may be inspected: NA
Current status of the Proposed Rule: (Proposed – never made final) Repealed
Date of Rule/Repeal’s Adoption: Repeal adopted through adoption of Rule Compilation on September 7, 2011
Date Rule/Repeal Will Be Effective: October 7, 2011

**Rule: MERC-1 Emergency Planning and Community Right to Know**
Date Proposed Rule/Amendment/Repeal Filed: June 30, 1987 (TEMPORARY RULE)
Citation to all Published Notices: NA
Where written submissions or written requests for an opportunity to make oral presentations on the proposed rule may be inspected: NA
Times During Which Written Submissions May be Made: NA
When and Where Oral Presentations May be Made: NA
Where any economic impact statement and written requests for the issuance of and other information concerning an economic impact statement of the proposed rule may be inspected: NA
Current status of the Proposed Rule: (Temporary) Expired on its terms
Date of Rule/Repeal’s Adoption: NA
Date Rule/Repeal Will Be Effective: NA

Date Proposed Rule/Amendment/Repeal Filed: June 1, 1987
Subject Matter of the Proposed Rule: NA
Citation to all Published Notices: NA
Where written submissions or written requests for an opportunity to make oral presentations on the proposed rule may be inspected: NA
Times During Which Written Submissions May be Made: NA
When and Where Oral Presentations May be Made: NA
Where any economic impact statement and written requests for the issuance of and other information concerning an economic impact statement of the proposed rule may be inspected: NA
Current status of the Proposed Rule: NA
Date of Rule/Repeal’s Adoption: NA
Date Rule/Repeal Will Be Effective: NA
Where any economic impact statement and written requests for the issuance of and other information concerning an economic impact statement of the proposed rule may be inspected: NA

Current status of the Proposed Rule: (Proposed – never made final) Repealed

Date of Rule/Repeal’s Adoption: Repeal adopted through adoption of Rule Compilation on September 7, 2011

Date Rule/Repeal Will Be Effective: October 7, 2011

**Rule: Administrative Plan, Volume I, Regulation EMA-1**

Date Proposed Rule/Amendment/Repeal Filed: April 6, 1987

Subject Matter of the Proposed Rule: Entire plan revised. This plan prescribes the administrative policies and procedures for the administration of the Emergency Management Program in Mississippi.

Citation to all Published Notices: NA

Where written submissions or written requests for an opportunity to make oral presentations on the proposed rule may be inspected: NA

Times During Which Written Submissions May be Made: NA

When and Where Oral Presentations May be Made: NA

Where any economic impact statement and written requests for the issuance of and other information concerning an economic impact statement of the proposed rule may be inspected: NA

Current status of the Proposed Rule: Final on June 4, 1987 - Repealed

Date of Rule/Repeal’s Adoption: Repeal adopted through adoption of Rule Compilation on September 7, 2011

Date Rule/Repeal Will Be Effective: October 7, 2011

**Rule: Annual Report**

Date Proposed Rule/Amendment/Repeal Filed: December 3, 1986

Subject Matter of the Proposed Rule: NA

Citation to all Published Notices: NA

Where written submissions or written requests for an opportunity to make oral presentations on the proposed rule may be inspected: NA

Times During Which Written Submissions May be Made: NA

When and Where Oral Presentations May be Made: NA

Where any economic impact statement and written requests for the issuance of and other information concerning an economic impact statement of the proposed rule may be inspected: NA

Current status of the Proposed Rule: (Proposed – never made final) Repealed

Date of Rule/Repeal’s Adoption: Repeal adopted through adoption of Rule Compilation on September 7, 2011

Date Rule/Repeal Will Be Effective: October 7, 2011

**Rule: Administrative Plan, Volume I, Regulation EMA-1**

Date Proposed Rule/Amendment/Repeal Filed: October 3, 1986
Subject Matter of the Proposed Rule: Entire plan was revised. This plan prescribes the administrative policies and procedures for the administration of the Emergency Management Program in Mississippi.
Citation to all Published Notices: NA
Where written submissions or written requests for an opportunity to make oral presentations on the proposed rule may be inspected: NA
Times During Which Written Submissions May be Made: NA
When and Where Oral Presentations May be Made: NA
Where any economic impact statement and written requests for the issuance of and other information concerning an economic impact statement of the proposed rule may be inspected: NA
Current status of the Proposed Rule: Final on April 13, 1987 - Repealed
Date of Rule/Repeal’s Adoption: Repeal adopted through adoption of Rule Compilation on September 7, 2011
Date Rule/Repeal Will Be Effective: October 7, 2011

Rule: Executive Order 543
Date Proposed Rule/Amendment/Repeal Filed: November 30, 1984
Subject Matter of the Proposed Rule: Replaces Executive Order 440
Citation to all Published Notices: NA
Where written submissions or written requests for an opportunity to make oral presentations on the proposed rule may be inspected: NA
Times During Which Written Submissions May be Made: NA
When and Where Oral Presentations May be Made: NA
Where any economic impact statement and written requests for the issuance of and other information concerning an economic impact statement of the proposed rule may be inspected: NA
Current status of the Proposed Rule: (Proposed – never made final) Repealed
Date of Rule/Repeal’s Adoption: Repeal adopted through adoption of Rule Compilation on September 7, 2011
Date Rule/Repeal Will Be Effective: October 7, 2011

Rule: EMA Rule 4 – Temporary Housing Assistance
Date Proposed Rule/Amendment/Repeal Filed: November 8, 1984
Subject Matter of the Proposed Rule: NA
Citation to all Published Notices: NA
Where written submissions or written requests for an opportunity to make oral presentations on the proposed rule may be inspected: NA
Times During Which Written Submissions May be Made: NA
When and Where Oral Presentations May be Made: NA
Where any economic impact statement and written requests for the issuance of and other information concerning an economic impact statement of the proposed rule may be inspected: NA
Current status of the Proposed Rule: (Proposed – never made final) Repealed
Date of Rule/Repeal’s Adoption: Repeal adopted through adoption of Rule Compilation on September 7, 2011

Date Rule/Repeal Will Be Effective: October 7, 2011

**Rule: Mississippi Natural Disaster Plan, Volume IV, to MS Emergency Management Plan**
Date Proposed Rule/Amendment/Repeal Filed: February 9, 1984
Subject Matter of the Proposed Rule: Addendum to Change 5
Citation to all Published Notices: NA
Where written submissions or written requests for an opportunity to make oral presentations on the proposed rule may be inspected: NA
Times During Which Written Submissions May be Made: NA
When and Where Oral Presentations May be Made: NA
Where any economic impact statement and written requests for the issuance of and other information concerning an economic impact statement of the proposed rule may be inspected: NA
Current status of the Proposed Rule: (Proposed – never made final) Repealed
Date of Rule/Repeal’s Adoption: Repeal adopted through adoption of Rule Compilation on September 7, 2011
Date Rule/Repeal Will Be Effective: October 7, 2011

**Rule: EMA Rule 3 – Regulations for Radioactive Waste Transportation**
Date Proposed Rule/Amendment/Repeal Filed: August 19, 1983
Subject Matter of the Proposed Rule: NA
Citation to all Published Notices: NA
Where written submissions or written requests for an opportunity to make oral presentations on the proposed rule may be inspected: NA
Times During Which Written Submissions May be Made: NA
When and Where Oral Presentations May be Made: NA
Where any economic impact statement and written requests for the issuance of and other information concerning an economic impact statement of the proposed rule may be inspected: NA
Current status of the Proposed Rule: (Proposed – never made final) Repealed
Date of Rule/Repeal’s Adoption: Repeal adopted through adoption of Rule Compilation on September 7, 2011
Date Rule/Repeal Will Be Effective: October 7, 2011

**Rule: Comprehensive Emergency Management Planning and the Disaster Assistance Handbook**
Date Proposed Rule/Amendment/Repeal Filed: May 6, 1983
Subject Matter of the Proposed Rule: NA
Citation to all Published Notices: NA
Where written submissions or written requests for an opportunity to make oral presentations on the proposed rule may be inspected: NA
Times During Which Written Submissions May be Made: NA
When and Where Oral Presentations May be Made: NA
Where any economic impact statement and written requests for the issuance of and other information concerning an economic impact statement of the proposed rule may be inspected: NA
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Current status of the Proposed Rule: (Proposed – never made final) Repealed
Date of Rule/Repeal’s Adoption: Repeal adopted through adoption of Rule Compilation on September 7, 2011
Date Rule/Repeal Will Be Effective: October 7, 2011

**Rule: Administrative Plan, Volume I**
Date Proposed Rule/Amendment/Repeal Filed: April 14, 1982
Subject Matter of the Proposed Rule: Replacement page 5 in Executive Order 440
Citation to all Published Notices: NA
Where written submissions or written requests for an opportunity to make oral presentations on the proposed rule may be inspected: NA
Times During Which Written Submissions May be Made: NA
When and Where Oral Presentations May be Made: NA
Where any economic impact statement and written requests for the issuance of and other information concerning an economic impact statement of the proposed rule may be inspected: NA
Current status of the Proposed Rule: Final on April 11, 1983 - Repealed
Date of Rule/Repeal’s Adoption: Repeal adopted through adoption of Rule Compilation on September 7, 2011
Date Rule/Repeal Will Be Effective: October 7, 2011

**Rule: Rule 3, Radioactive Waste Transportation Regulations**
Date Proposed Rule/Amendment/Repeal Filed: July 1, 1982
Subject Matter of the Proposed Rule: NA
Citation to all Published Notices: NA
Where written submissions or written requests for an opportunity to make oral presentations on the proposed rule may be inspected: NA
Times During Which Written Submissions May be Made: NA
When and Where Oral Presentations May be Made: NA
Where any economic impact statement and written requests for the issuance of and other information concerning an economic impact statement of the proposed rule may be inspected: NA
Current status of the Proposed Rule: Final on July 7, 1982 - Repealed
Date of Rule/Repeal’s Adoption: Repeal adopted through adoption of Rule Compilation on September 7, 2011
Date Rule/Repeal Will Be Effective: October 7, 2011

**Rule: Change Number 3 to the MS Radiological Emergency Plan**
Date Proposed Rule/Amendment/Repeal Filed: April 16, 1982
Subject Matter of the Proposed Rule: NA
Citation to all Published Notices: NA
Where written submissions or written requests for an opportunity to make oral presentations on the proposed rule may be inspected: NA
Times During Which Written Submissions May be Made: NA
When and Where Oral Presentations May be Made: NA
Where any economic impact statement and written requests for the issuance of and other information concerning an economic impact statement of the proposed rule may be inspected: NA
Current status of the Proposed Rule: Final on April 16, 1982 - Repealed
Date of Rule/Repeal’s Adoption: Repeal adopted through adoption of Rule Compilation on September 7, 2011
Date Rule/Repeal Will Be Effective: October 7, 2011

**Rule: Mississippi Administrative Plan, Volume I**
Date Proposed Rule/Amendment/Repeal Filed: April 15, 1982
Subject Matter of the Proposed Rule: Certified copy of amendments to plan
Citation to all Published Notices: NA
Where written submissions or written requests for an opportunity to make oral presentations on the proposed rule may be inspected: NA
Times During Which Written Submissions May be Made: NA
When and Where Oral Presentations May be Made: NA
Where any economic impact statement and written requests for the issuance of and other information concerning an economic impact statement of the proposed rule may be inspected: NA
Current status of the Proposed Rule: (Proposed – never made final) Repealed
Date of Rule/Repeal’s Adoption: Repeal adopted through adoption of Rule Compilation on September 7, 2011
Date Rule/Repeal Will Be Effective: October 7, 2011

**Rule: Mississippi Administrative Plan, Volume I**
Date Proposed Rule/Amendment/Repeal Filed: December 30, 1981
Subject Matter of the Proposed Rule: Amend plan to include the Program Paper (FEMA Form 19-1) which is the single document required to participate actively in the Emergency Management Program.
Citation to all Published Notices: NA
Where written submissions or written requests for an opportunity to make oral presentations on the proposed rule may be inspected: NA
Times During Which Written Submissions May be Made: NA
When and Where Oral Presentations May be Made: NA
Where any economic impact statement and written requests for the issuance of and other information concerning an economic impact statement of the proposed rule may be inspected: NA
Current status of the Proposed Rule: (Proposed – never made final) Repealed
Date of Rule/Repeal’s Adoption: Repeal adopted through adoption of Rule Compilation on September 7, 2011
Date Rule/Repeal Will Be Effective: October 7, 2011

**Rule: Mississippi Administrative Plan, Volume I**
Date Proposed Rule/Amendment/Repeal Filed: March 12, 1982
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Subject Matter of the Proposed Rule: Requires self-certification by local government official of jurisdiction participating in the Emergency Management Assistance Program. Functional Statement and Organizational Chart to include Radiological Emergency Planning Staff.
Citation to all Published Notices: NA
Where written submissions or written requests for an opportunity to make oral presentations on the proposed rule may be inspected: NA
Times During Which Written Submissions May be Made: NA
When and Where Oral Presentations May be Made: NA
Where any economic impact statement and written requests for the issuance of and other information concerning an economic impact statement of the proposed rule may be inspected: NA
Current status of the Proposed Rule: (Proposed – never made final) Repealed
Date of Rule/Repeal’s Adoption: Repeal adopted through adoption of Rule Compilation on September 7, 2011
Date Rule/Repeal Will Be Effective: October 7, 2011

Rule: Mississippi Administrative Plan, Volume I
Date Proposed Rule/Amendment/Repeal Filed: February 15, 1982
Subject Matter of the Proposed Rule: Adds Appendix II
Citation to all Published Notices: NA
Where written submissions or written requests for an opportunity to make oral presentations on the proposed rule may be inspected: NA
Times During Which Written Submissions May be Made: NA
When and Where Oral Presentations May be Made: NA
Where any economic impact statement and written requests for the issuance of and other information concerning an economic impact statement of the proposed rule may be inspected: NA
Current status of the Proposed Rule: (Proposed – never made final) Repealed
Date of Rule/Repeal’s Adoption: Repeal adopted through adoption of Rule Compilation on September 7, 2011
Date Rule/Repeal Will Be Effective: October 7, 2011

Rule: Mississippi Emergency Operations Plan, Volume I
Date Proposed Rule/Amendment/Repeal Filed: February 24, 1982
Subject Matter of the Proposed Rule: Designates Part I of the MS Emergency Operations Plan, Volume I as Regulation EMA-1
Citation to all Published Notices: NA
Where written submissions or written requests for an opportunity to make oral presentations on the proposed rule may be inspected: NA
Times During Which Written Submissions May be Made: NA
When and Where Oral Presentations May be Made: NA
Where any economic impact statement and written requests for the issuance of and other information concerning an economic impact statement of the proposed rule may be inspected: NA
Current status of the Proposed Rule: (Proposed – never made final) Repealed
Date of Rule/Repeal’s Adoption: Repeal adopted through adoption of Rule Compilation on September 7, 2011
Date Rule/Repeal Will Be Effective: October 7, 2011

**Rule: Mississippi Radiological Emergency Plan**
Date Proposed Rule/Amendment/Repeal Filed: August 24, 1981
Subject Matter of the Proposed Rule: NA
Citation to all Published Notices: NA
Where written submissions or written requests for an opportunity to make oral presentations on the proposed rule may be inspected: NA
Times During Which Written Submissions May be Made: NA
When and Where Oral Presentations May be Made: NA
Where any economic impact statement and written requests for the issuance of and other information concerning an economic impact statement of the proposed rule may be inspected: NA
Current status of the Proposed Rule: (Proposed – never made final) Repealed
Date of Rule/Repeal’s Adoption: Repeal adopted through adoption of Rule Compilation on September 7, 2011
Date Rule/Repeal Will Be Effective: October 7, 2011

**Rule: Mississippi Emergency Operations Plan, Volume I**
Date Proposed Rule/Amendment/Repeal Filed: June 24, 1981
Subject Matter of the Proposed Rule: NA
Citation to all Published Notices: NA
Where written submissions or written requests for an opportunity to make oral presentations on the proposed rule may be inspected: NA
Times During Which Written Submissions May be Made: NA
When and Where Oral Presentations May be Made: NA
Where any economic impact statement and written requests for the issuance of and other information concerning an economic impact statement of the proposed rule may be inspected: NA
Current status of the Proposed Rule: Repealed
Date of Rule/Repeal’s Adoption: Repeal adopted through adoption of Rule Compilation on September 7, 2011
Date Rule/Repeal Will Be Effective: October 7, 2011

**Rule: Mississippi Administrative Plan**
Date Proposed Rule/Amendment/Repeal Filed: January 26, 1981
Subject Matter of the Proposed Rule: NA
Citation to all Published Notices: NA
Where written submissions or written requests for an opportunity to make oral presentations on the proposed rule may be inspected: NA
Times During Which Written Submissions May be Made: NA
When and Where Oral Presentations May be Made: NA
Rule: Change 3, Mississippi Natural Disaster Plan
Date Proposed Rule/Amendment/Repeal Filed: September 1979
Subject Matter of the Proposed Rule: Plan for response and recovery from natural disaster for the state of Mississippi
Citation to all Published Notices: NA
Where written submissions or written requests for an opportunity to make oral presentations on the proposed rule may be inspected: NA
Times During Which Written Submissions May be Made: NA
When and Where Oral Presentations May be Made: NA
Where any economic impact statement and written requests for the issuance of and other information concerning an economic impact statement of the proposed rule may be inspected: NA
Current status of the Proposed Rule: (Proposed – never made final) Repealed
Date of Rule/Repeal’s Adoption: Repeal adopted through adoption of Rule Compilation on September 7, 2011
Date Rule/Repeal Will Be Effective: October 7, 2011

Rule: Change 2, Mississippi Natural Disaster Plan
Date Proposed Rule/Amendment/Repeal Filed: March 1979
Subject Matter of the Proposed Rule: Plan for response and recovery from natural disaster for the state of Mississippi
Citation to all Published Notices: NA
Where written submissions or written requests for an opportunity to make oral presentations on the proposed rule may be inspected: NA
Times During Which Written Submissions May be Made: NA
When and Where Oral Presentations May be Made: NA
Where any economic impact statement and written requests for the issuance of and other information concerning an economic impact statement of the proposed rule may be inspected: NA
Current status of the Proposed Rule: (Proposed – never made final) Repealed
Date of Rule/Repeal’s Adoption: Repeal adopted through adoption of Rule Compilation on September 7, 2011
Date Rule/Repeal Will Be Effective: October 7, 2011

Rule: Change 1, Mississippi Natural Disaster Plan
Date Proposed Rule/Amendment/Repeal Filed: June 22, 1978
Subject Matter of the Proposed Rule: Plan for response and recovery from natural disaster for the state of Mississippi
Citation to all Published Notices: NA
Where written submissions or written requests for an opportunity to make oral presentations on
the proposed rule may be inspected: NA
Times During Which Written Submissions May be Made: NA
When and Where Oral Presentations May be Made: NA
Where any economic impact statement and written requests for the issuance of and other
information concerning an economic impact statement of the proposed rule may be inspected: NA
Current status of the Proposed Rule: (Proposed – never made final) Repealed
Date of Rule/Repeal’s Adoption: Repeal adopted through adoption of Rule Compilation on September 7, 2011
Date Rule/Repeal Will Be Effective: October 7, 2011

**Rule: Change 2, Mississippi Natural Disaster Plan**

Date Proposed Rule/Amendment/Repeal Filed: March 1979
Subject Matter of the Proposed Rule: Plan for response and recovery from natural disaster for the
state of Mississippi
Citation to all Published Notices: NA
Where written submissions or written requests for an opportunity to make oral presentations on
the proposed rule may be inspected: NA
Times During Which Written Submissions May be Made: NA
When and Where Oral Presentations May be Made: NA
Where any economic impact statement and written requests for the issuance of and other
information concerning an economic impact statement of the proposed rule may be inspected: NA
Current status of the Proposed Rule: Repealed
Date of Rule/Repeal’s Adoption: Repeal adopted through adoption of Rule Compilation on September 7, 2011
Date Rule/Repeal Will Be Effective: October 7, 2011